Encourage employee engagement with company training and information

Ensure consistency in products and customer service with Chrome Enterprise

Two-thirds of employees worldwide are not engaged in their jobs and 18% are actively disengaged. Easy access to training can keep employees better engaged. People who learn on the job are 39% more likely to feel productive and successful.

Frontline workers without regular access to a device could miss training opportunities, internal job postings, quarterly plans and company news, making them feel disconnected from headquarters and disengaged from the company.

Chrome devices can be deployed to frontline workers via training rooms, back-of-office shared devices or through our Grab and Go with Chrome Enterprise loaner program to provide regular access to training and information, helping employees grow and stay engaged.

Benefits of Chrome Enterprise for training and engagement

Easy to deploy and manage
With Chrome Enterprise, companies experienced a 63% lower cost of administration when compared with deploying legacy laptops. IT can remotely manage devices in multiple locations.

Smart investment
Customers can realize a return on investment of 295% over a three-year period and pay back the cost of the investment in less than six months. Workers saved three hours for each device each week due to reduced downtime.

Shareable devices
Chrome devices can be easily and securely shared by multiple employees. Setting ephemeral mode wipes devices when an employee logs off so it’s ready for the next employee. Managed guest sessions lets workers securely share a device without needing to sign in.

Built-in security
Chrome devices are secure by design, keeping sensitive company and employee data safe. Employees are protected from harmful attacks, ensuring that applications are trusted, and mitigating the impact if a harmful attack occurs.

4 "The Total Economic Impact™ of Shared Google Chrome OS Devices,” a commissioned study conducted by Forrester, September 2018.
What Chrome Enterprise customers say

Because of Royal Technologies’ Chrome Enterprise investment, IT can support three times as many employees in 2019 vs 2002 with the same four-person team, from 200 workers in 2002 to 600 workers in 2019.

Frontline workers at Panda Restaurant Group, which owns Panda Express and other brands, used to be frequently interrupted when trying to watch training videos on the one administrative computer at each location. Now, they have access to employee onboarding, training, and communications using dedicated touchscreen, flip-capable Asus Chromebooks.

Royal Technologies, an advanced plastics manufacturing company, switched to a web-based human resources system. The company placed Acer Chromebook 15 devices on several front desks, where employees can sign into the HR system and manage benefits, request time off or apply for company jobs.

“When we have new associates coming in, we want them to be properly trained to provide the best customer service, and also the best food, and ongoing training as well. By having this Chromebook, it offloads a lot of the interruptions, and also increases productivity for everyone. ... The Chromebooks that we have, they have been incredibly reliable.”

Young Kim, Panda Restaurant Group

“All of our employees have access to it, so they can walk up to a front desk, check out a Chromebook, and do what they need to do. As soon as it opens, it takes them right to our employee system, where they can do their thing. We also use them for applications, so if somebody comes in to fill out an application, we hand them a Chromebook.”

French Williams, Royal Technologies

Learn more about Chrome Enterprise on our website or by contacting sales.